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Sysload Software announces a partnership with North American company 
Tevron  

Press release - 11/20/2004 

Sysload Software, specializing in monitoring, diagnosis and optimization of IT systems, has concluded 
a partnership with the North American company Tevron to develop a Windows application response 
time monitoring solution. Sysload Software is pleased to announce a technological partnership 
agreement with Tevron, a North American company based in New Hampshire. The partnership 
agreement allows the inclusion of Tevron’s CitraTest® technology within the Sysload Feedback for 
Windows offering. This partnership will allow Sysload to add Windows end-user experience monitoring 
to its availability and performance monitoring solution. 
 
Sysload Feedback for Windows measures the response time experienced by the users of any Windows 
client application (Lotus Domino, Oracle Applications, WebLogic, WebSphere, Citrix, SAP R/3, Siebel, 
etc.), by executing scripts generated by the Citratest® technology. The scripts are generated either 
by recording the user application or by manual creation. Sysload Feedback for Windows is a full client 
side automation solution as no component is installed on any application servers, thereby making the 
solution non-intrusive and independent of the application environment. 
 
"By concluding this partnership we are proud to offer to our customers an unequalled diagnostic 
solution, directly making the correlation between the quality of the end-user experience and the 
system performance indicators" said Yann Guernion, Chief Operation Officer, Sysload Software. 
 
"Through the partnership between Tevron and Sysload Software, enterprises across the world can now 
accurately measure the total End To End performance of any and every application through the 
deployment of CitraTest & Sysload technology" said Jay Labadini, Vice President of Business 
Development, Tevron. 
 
About Tevron 
Tevron is a pioneer in a new class of automated software testing and monitoring solutions. Utilizing 
Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission is 
to provide automation solutions compatible with all operating systems, development environments 
and multiple hardware platforms. 
 
About Sysload Software 
Sysload Software specializes in the monitoring, diagnostics and optimization of IT systems. Sysload 
Software developes and markets its software solutions to proactively control, manage and give an 
harmonized view of the availability and the performance of the IT infrastructure. 
Armed with a unique technology, the company has won a significant share of the European market 
and is developing its business worldwide. Sysload has over 30,000 production licenses throughout the 
world with more than 900 customer accounts. 
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